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Neither Ambac nor any of its employees, affiliates or representatives makes any representation or warranty, expressed or 
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained in this overview, and the recipient of this 
overview expressly disclaims any and all liabilities relating to or resulting from the use of this overview. Certain of the 
information provided in this overview has been prepared by Ambac from data supplied from third-party sources, and Ambac has 
not verified the validity of such information. This overview should be read in conjunction with Ambac’s other public filings and 
disclosures.

The recipient of this overview is urged to review any information made publicly available regarding the underlying 
transactions. However, Ambac was not involved in the preparation of such information and, therefore, makes no representations 
or warranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of such information. Furthermore, Ambac makes no representation or 
warranty, and offers no opinion, on the ability or willingness of any issuer or other party to the underlying transactions to
comply with its respective obligations in respect thereof.

The financial projections, if any, contained in this overview necessarily are based upon a number of estimates and assumptions 
that are inherently subject to significant business, economic and other uncertainties and contingencies, most of which are 
beyond Ambac’s control. Any financial projections will vary, and those variations may be material. As a result, you are 
cautioned not to place reliance on the financial projections contained herein.

The recipient of this overview acknowledges that the information contained herein is intended to summarize and describe 
certain information about Ambac’s Puerto Rico exposures, but that it is not intended to, and does not, fully set forth or explain 
all aspects of such exposures or associated risks. The recipient of this overview further acknowledges that this overview does not 
intend to, and does not, replace, fully conform with or include all aspects of the underlying transactional documents and laws 
and regulations relating to such Puerto Rico exposures. The summaries and descriptions herein of such exposures and risks are 
qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents, laws and regulations. Each recipient of this overview is urged to 
review such underlying documents, laws and regulations for information about them and what they purport to accomplish and 
not to rely on the summaries and descriptions contained herein. Neither Ambac nor any of its employees, affiliates or 
representatives makes any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such 
summaries and descriptions.

Ambac undertakes no obligation to revise, update or supplement the information contained in this presentation to reflect new 
developments. Nor does Ambac undertake to provide similar or additional information about other credit exposures. Market 
participants should not rely on the information in this presentation in making any investment decision.

Ambac is not acting as your financial adviser or fiduciary in any respect or manner.



Summary 
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Ambac insures $2.5bn of Puerto Rico related debt 

Approximately 90% of Ambac’s Puerto Rico exposure is Revenue Debt 
– Revenue pledges from toll receipts, and sales, gas, rum, and hotel occupancy taxes
– Senior lien positions 
– Required segregation of collected funds
– Certain pledged revenue streams supporting revenue bonds may be subject to the 

Commonwealth’s constitutional claw-back provision (see page 9)

Approximately 10% is Commonwealth GO backed debt

Puerto Rico is highly leveraged 
– Reliance on deficit financing requires sustained fiscal and political resolve to maintain 

market access while also addressing economic and structural issues
– Ambac is currently monitoring the Commonwealth’s progress 



Puerto Rico Exposure Summary
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Transaction

Gross Par* as of 
July 31, 2013 

($mm)
Maturity 
Date

S&P 
Rating

Moody’s 
Rating

Debt Service 
Coverage 
Ratio**

Puerto Rico Sales Tax Revenue 
Bonds  (COFINA) $808 2054 AA‐ A2        3.0X

Puerto Rico Highway and 
Transportation Authority Revenue
Bonds

$760 2045 BBB+       Baa2      
2.7X (1968 Res)
1.4X (1998 Res ‐

Senior)

Puerto Rico Infrastructure 
Financing Authority – Rum Tax $574 2044 BBB+       Baa3       2.8X

Puerto Rico Convention Center 
District Authority – Hotel  Tax $137 2031 BBB+       Baa3       1.4X

Puerto Rico Public Buildings
Authority (GO Guaranteed) $191 2035 BBB‐ Baa3       n/a

Puerto Rico Commonwealth GOs $59 2023 BBB‐ Baa3       n/a

Total  $2,529

* Gross Par excludes accrued interest. ** Source: Commonwealth’s FY 2012 Continuing Disclosure



Sales Tax Revenue Bonds 
Series 2007A Capital Appreciation Bonds
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$808mm gross par 

Payable from first collections of the Commonwealth’s portion (currently 5.5%) of 
sales and use taxes.

Collections are made monthly and required to be segregated

COFINA statute and documents require daily deposit of first revenues with 
trustee, aggregating to a minimum base amount, subject to monthly top-up if 
pledged portion of the tax (2.75%) exceeds base amount

COFINA shall direct the Office of Management and Budget to recommend a 
budgetary appropriation of funds if less than base amount is received

Subject to non-impairment covenant of the Commonwealth

The sales and use tax revenues are stated to be exempt from the Commonwealth 
Constitution’s claw-back provision



Highway and Transportation Authority 
Highway Revenue Bonds – 1968 Resolution ($28mm)
Transportation Revenue Bonds – 1998 Resolution ($732mm)
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$760mm gross par

Gross revenue pledge on certain toll receipts, excise taxes, vehicle license fees 
and investment income 

Pledged funds (other than toll receipts) required to be deposited in a designated 
fund held at the Treasury of the Commonwealth in favor of the Authority and toll 
receipts required to be deposited with a qualified depository in the name of the 
Authority

Toll revenues (approx. 27% of revenues) are stated to be exempt from the 
Commonwealth Constitution’s claw-back provision

– Other pledged revenues may be subject to claw-back under Commonwealth’s Constitution



Infrastructure Financing Authority (Rum Tax)
Special Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2005
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$574mm gross par

Secured by Federal excise taxes on rum and other articles, if any, produced in 
Puerto Rico and sold in the US

First $117mm of annual receipts required to be deposited with a designated 
fund maintained by or on behalf of the Authority

The Authority may direct the Office of Management and Budget to recommend a 
budgetary appropriation of funds if less than $117mm of Federal excise taxes 
are received by the Authority

Revenues may be subject to claw-back under Commonwealth’s Constitution



Convention Center District Authority
Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenue Bonds, Series A
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$137mm gross par

Secured by revenue pledge of hotel occupancy tax

Tourism and business-related visitor activity revenue stream from casinos, 
resorts, hotels, motels and inns, among others  

Tax collections required to be remitted monthly to a pledged segregated 
account at the Government Development Bank, which is required to transfer 
funds to the trustee within three business days of receipt

Subject to non-impairment covenant of the Commonwealth 

Revenues may be subject to claw-back under Commonwealth’s Constitution



Public Buildings Authority 
Commonwealth GO Guaranty
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$191mm gross par

The Public Buildings Authority is authorized to construct, purchase or lease 
office, school, health, correctional and other facilities for lease to departments, 
public corporations and instrumentalities of the Commonwealth 

Bonds issued to finance such facilities are payable from lease payments (which 
include amounts sufficient to pay principal and interest) to which the good faith 
and credit of the Commonwealth (or of the municipality, for municipal leases) 
are pledged

Bonds are also supported by the Commonwealth’s guaranty 

Subject to non-impairment covenant of the Commonwealth



Commonwealth GO 
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$59mm gross par

The Commonwealth has pledged its good faith, credit, and taxing power for the 
prompt payment of principal and interest 

The Constitution of Puerto Rico provides that public debt of the Commonwealth 
constitutes a first claim on available Commonwealth resources

– The Commonwealth may be able to claw-back from its instrumentalities revenues that are 
considered to be Commonwealth resources, to the extent all other available resources of 
the Commonwealth are insufficient for paying principal and interest on Commonwealth 
public debt



Schedule of Debt Service on Ambac Insured Debt 
(2014-2023)
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Debt service on Ambac Insured Sales Tax (COFINA) Debt does not begin until 2047
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Puerto Rico Insured CUSIPS

Commonwealth GO Infrastructure Financing (Rum Tax)

'745145YY2' '745190AR9' '745181D20' '745220EK5'
'745145ZA3' '745190AS7' '745190E53' '745220EQ2'
'7451447H2' '745190AT5' '745190E61' '745220ER0'
'745145GB2' '745190AU2' '745190E79' '745220ES8'

'745190AV0' '745190F45' '745220ET6'
'7451903T3' '745190F52' '745220EV1'

Public Buildings Authority  '745181ZJ9' '745190F60' '745220EW9'

'745235D32' '745181ZK6' '745190F78' '745220FD0'
'745235D40' '745190UQ9' '745190F86' '745220FE8'
'745235KT7' '745190ZJ0' '745190F94' '745220FF5'
'745235TH4' '745190ZK7' '745181F93' '745220FG3'
'745235TJ0' '745190ZM3' '745190R34' '745220FH1'
'745235TK7' '745190ZN1' '745190S66' '745220FN8'
'745235TL5' '745190ZV3' '745190S74' '745220FP3'
'745235B75' '745181C96' '745190S82' '745220FQ1'

'745220FR9'
'745220FS7'

Convention Center District Authority '745220FT5'

'745266AP1' '745220FU2'
'745266AQ9'
'745266AR7'

'745266AS5' Sales Tax Revenue
'745266BC9' '74529JAN5'

'74529JAP0'

Highway and Transportation Authority
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